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THE HOTEL PARIS INTERNATIONAL
Starting as a single hotel in a Paris suburb in 1990, the Hotel Paris is now a chain of nine hotels,
with two in France, one each in London and Rome, and others in New York, Miami, Washington,
Chicago, and Los Angeles. As a corporate strategy, the Hotel Paris’s management and owners
want to continue to expand geographically. They believe doing so will let them capitalize on their
reputation for good service, by providing multicity alternatives for their satisfied guests. The
problem is, their reputation for good service has been deteriorating. If they cannot improve service,
it would be unwise for them to expand, since their guests might prefer other hotels after trying the
Hotel Paris.
Several things are complicating their problem. Elected in 2012, French president Francois
Hollande has found it hard to halt or even slow the country’s economic decline. His attempts to
impose incremental tax rates of 75% on wealthy citizens prompted many to contemplate leaving
France. Furthermore, many tourists—faced with similar economic challenges elsewhere—are
increasingly staying at short-term rental apartments in Paris, found on the Web, (often through
sites such as airbnb.com) for a fraction of what a fine hotel stay might cost.
The Strategy
Top management, with input from the HR and other managers, and with the board of directors’
approval, chooses a new competitive strategy and formulates new strategic goals. It decides: “The
Hotel Paris International will use superior guest services to differentiate the Hotel Paris properties,
and to thereby increase the length of stays and the return rate of guests, and thus boost revenues
and profitability.” All Hotel Paris managers—including the director of HR services—must now
formulate strategies that support this competitive strategy.
The Strategically Required Organizational Outcomes
The Hotel Paris’s basic strategy is to use superior guest services to expand geographically. For
HR director Lisa Cruz, reviewing the hotel’s activities makes it clear that achieving the hotel’s
strategic aims means achieving a number of required organizational outcomes. For example, Lisa
and her management colleagues must take steps that produce fewer customer complaints and more
written compliments, more
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requent guest returns and longer stays, and higher guest expenditures per visit.
The Strategically Relevant Workforce Competencies and Behaviors
The question facing Lisa, then, is this: What competencies and behaviors must our hotel’s
employees exhibit, if we are to produce required organizational outcomes such as fewer customer
complaints, more compliments, and more frequent guest returns? Thinking through this question
helps Lisa come up with an answer. For example, the hotel’s required employee competencies and
behaviors would include, “high-quality front-desk customer service,” “taking calls for
reservations in a friendly manner,” “greeting guests at the front door,” and “processing guests’
room service meals efficiently.” All require motivated, high-morale employees.
The Strategically Relevant HR Policies and Activities
The HR manager’s task now is to identify and specify the HR policies and activities that will
enable the hotel to produce these crucial workforce competencies and behaviors. For example,
“high-quality frontdesk customer service” is one such required behavior. From this, the HR
director identifies HR activities to produce such front-desk customer service efforts. For example,
she decides to institute practices to improve the disciplinary fairness and justice in the company,
with the aim of improving employee morale. Her assumption is that enhanced airness will produce
higher morale and that higher morale will produce improved front-desk service.

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE IN PARIS HOTEL: THE NEW TRAINING PROGRAM
The Hotel Paris’s competitive strategy is “To use superior guest service to differentiate the Hotel
Paris properties, and to thereby increase the length of stay and return rate of guests, and thus boost
revenues and profitability.” HR manager Lisa Cruz must now formulate functional policies and
activities that support this competitive strategy, by eliciting the required employee behaviors and
competencies.
As she reviewed her company’s training processes, Lisa had many reasons to be concerned. For
one thing, the Hotel Paris relied almost exclusively on informal on-the-job training. New security
guards attended a 1-week program offered by a law enforcement agency, but all other new hires,
from assistant manager to housekeeping crew, learned the rudiments of their jobs from their
colleagues and their supervisors, on the job. Lisa noted that the drawbacks of this informality were
evident when she compared the Hotel Paris’s performance on various training metrics with those
of other hotels and service firms. For example, in terms of number of hours training per employee
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per year, number of hours training for new employees, cost per trainee hour, and percent of payroll
spent on training, the Hotel Paris was far from the norm when benchmarked against similar firms.
As Lisa and the CFO reviewed measures of the Hotel Paris’s current training efforts, it was clear
that (when compared to similar companies) some changes were in order. Most other service
companies provided at least 40 hours of training per employee per year, while the Hotel Paris
offered, on average, no more than 5 or 6. Similar firms offered at least 40 hours of training per
new employee, while the Hotel Paris offered, at most, 10. Even the apparently “good” metrics
comparisons simply masked poor results. For example, whereas most service firms spend about
8% of their payrolls on training, the Hotel Paris spent less than 1%. The problem, of course, was
that the Hotel Paris’s training wasn’t more efficient, it was simply nonexistent. Given this and the
commonsense links between (1) employee training and (2) employee performance, the CFO gave
his go-ahead for Lisa and her team to design a comprehensive package of training programs for
all Hotel Paris employees. They retained a training supplier to design a 1-day training program
composed of lectures and audiovisual material for all new employees. This program covered the
Hotel Paris’s history, its competitive strategy, and its critical employee capabilities and behaviors,
including the need to be customer oriented. With a combination of lectures and video examples
of correct and incorrect behaviors, the behavior-modeling part of this program aimed to cultivate
in new employees the company’s essential values, including, “we endeavor to do everything we
can to make the guests’ stay 100% pleasant.”
The team developed separate training programs for each of the hotel’s other individual job
categories. For example, it retained a special vendor to create computer-based training programs,
complete with interactive scenarios, for both the front-desk clerks and telephone operators. As
with all the new training programs, they had these translated into the languages of the countries
in which the Hotel Paris did business. The team chose to stay with on-the-job training for both the
housekeeping and valet/door person job categories, but formalized this training with special
handbooks for each job category’s supervisory staff. For assistant managers, the team developed
a new videoconference-based online training and development program. In this way, the new
managers could interact with other assistant managers around the chain, even as they were learning
the basics of their new jobs.
Lisa and the CFO were not at all surprised to find that within a year of instituting the new training
programs, scores on numerous employee capabilities and behavior metrics (including speed of
check-in/out, percent of employees scoring at least 90% on Hotel Paris’s values quiz, and percent
room cleaning infractions) improved markedly. They knew from previous analyses that these
improvements would, in turn, drive improvements in customer and organizational outcomes, and
strategic performance.
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QUESTIONS
1. Based on what you read in this chapter, what would you have suggested Lisa and her team
do first with respect to training, particularly in terms of the company’s strategy? Why?
2. Have Lisa and the CFO sufficiently investigated whether training is really called for?
Why? What would you suggest?
3. Based on what you read in training and development chapter the HRM texbooks (Desler
and/or by R.A. Noe, J.R. Hollenbeck, B. Gerhart, and P.M. Wright) and what you may
access via the Web, develop a detailed training plan (including training objectives, training
contents and training methods, training facilities, budget…) for two of these hotel
positions: security guard, housekeeper, or door person.
4. Based on what you read in training and development chapter the HRM texbooks (Desler
and/or by R.A. Noe, J.R. Hollenbeck, B. Gerhart, and P.M. Wright) and provided
materials, develop a plan for assessing the effectiveness of the proposed training programs.
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